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had some responsibility for the pollution.
A third source of exposure for municipalities involves
the contamination of a municipal road when utilities are
replaced and roads reconstructed. Municipalities must
excavate road beds and soils to replace and upgrade subsurface utilities. While undertaking these works, they must
ensure worker safety and proper management and disposal
of contaminated soil and groundwater.
Uncontaminated groundwater can normally be directed
to.a nearby sewer. lf contaminated, it may need to be
pumped out and treated before discharge. Contaminated
soil needs to be tested to assess disposal options and may
have to be disposed of at a hazardous waste site at extra
expense. Significant incremental costs may be incurred by
municipalities in dealing with this contamination.
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Since 2004, Ontario's Limitations Act, 2002, hps made it
increasingly important for municipalities to act promptly on

information reported to them about contamination. Since

the limitation for actions is now only two years from discovery, if information takes too long to reach decision-makers,
claims can be statute barred.
This means that complaints and claims by third parties as
well as any discovery of contamination by municipal staff,
contractors and consultants need to be properly recorded
and communicated. Municipalities should adopt a systematic approach to manage the receipt of environmental
information and reports from adjacent property owners
about contamination They should delegate a staff member
or department with responsibility to collect and assess information about contamination that comes to the attention of
the municipality. This information should be rçviewed regularly and periodically with legal counsel, who should assess
limitation periods for bringing suits against polluters.
Municipalities also need to assess whether contamination
exists and presents any concerns before undertaking a road
works program that might involve a contaminated area.
Failure to do so means that the municipality risks identifying environmental concerns during excavation that will
bring the work to a halt, complicate and increase the time
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Paracel Laboratories Ltd. provides env¡ronmental and indoor
air quality analytical services and techn¡cal support with a
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and cost to complete the work, which may inadvertently
put workers at risk. Municipalities should consider bringing
claims against adjacent and abutting property owners and
users that pollute their roads. This can start by placing the
neighbouring property owner on notice of the presence of
contamination in the road and seeking a negotiated resolution. Where possible, municipalities should require the polluting property owner to stop the ongoing migration of the
contamination onto the road and to clean up contamination
on the source property, on the road and on any property to
which the contamination has moved.

lndeIll¡rities
Municipalities should require indemnities from pollLrters as
an appropriate solution in certain circumstances. An indemnity may provide for recovery of incremental cgsts of road
reconstruction related to contamination, third-party claim
costs and costs to respond to action that regulators,may
take such as issuing investigation and clean-up orders.
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This article first appeared ln The Lawyers Weekly " Focus
on Municipal Law" section, September 26, 2008.

Marc McAree is a certified environmental
law specialist and partner at Willms & Shier
Environmental Lawyers LLP in Toronto,
Ontario- Contact Marc at mmcaree@
willmsshier.com

FCM's Green Municipal Fund
Below-market loans for brownfield
remediation pro¡ects
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